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Panel on Protection ●nd Management of Plutonium:
Subpanel on Safeguards find Security

J. W. Tape, Chair

Abstract

Nuclear materials safeguards and security systems arc described in the contexl
of the nuclear nonproliferation regime. Materials of intercs[ to safeguards,
threals, proposals tc strengthen Intcrnalional Atomic Energy Agency
safeguards, evolving safeguards issues and requirements, system
effectiveness, and elements of a global nuclear malerials management regime
are discussed. Safeguards are seen as an essential element of nuclear materials
management, but rmt ~ driver for dceisions regarding nuclear power or the
disposal of excess weapon nuclear materials.

Summary of Conclusions

●

●

●

●

●

Domestic safeguards and security systems implemented by operators under
the regulatory authority of stable governments are effeclive against the
threat of subnational diversion or heft. Response elements, which are not
discussed in this paper, reduce further the probability of successful
malevolent actions involving nuclear materials,
Intemationai safeguards practiced in a global nuclear ma[erials
managcmem regime can provide credible assurance that Slates are
complying wilh their safeguards agreements at a Ievc! that provides
confidence the State is not diverting declared materials to a nuclear
weapons program. As has been demonstrated in new facilities, modern
approaches to international safeguards employing deferrsc-in-dep[h
concepls can meet the demands of safeguarding a growing and more
complex nuclear fuel cycle, including plutonium recycle.
Thus, in stable regions, the effectiveness of safeguards and security
systems need not be a driver for decisions regarding the use of plutonium
in lhc civil power fuel cycle or [he disposi[icm of excess weapons
plutonium.
Implementing improved nuclear materials protection systems in Russia
and the os,her nuclear republics of [he forrncr Soviet Union is a matler of
considerable urgency for Ihe safeguards and security community.
More needs 10 be done to strengthen both na[ional and international
systems for detection of polcntial proliferation by States using
unsafeguardcd facilities.

The subpancl on safeguards and securi(y is a loosely organized group of
professionals in safeguards and securi[y who were invited to comment and
contribute to this paper, 1 am grateful to the following individuals for taking
the [ime 10 provide insightful and constructive commen[s on a number of
draf~s; Roger Howsley of BNFL, Bill Sutcliffc of Lawrence Llvermore National
Laboratory, and especially, Myron Kra[zer, co-chair of [he ANS Panel.

Jim Tape, Chair
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Introduction: The Nonproliferation Context of Nuclear Materials
Safeguards and Security

The role of safeguards and security in ‘he protection and maaagemcnt of
plutonium must be viewed in the broad context of nonproliferation. The
nuclear nonproliferation regime can be divided into four major areas:

● actions that motivate states or groups to not acquire nuclear
weapons.

● measures to detect nuclear proliferation or to verify compliance
with commitments not to proliferate (e.g., international safeguards;,

● systems to control nuclear technologies and nuclear materials (e.g.,
national saf~guards and security, export controls), and

. proliferation response.

National (also called domestic) safeguards and security are designed to protect
nuclear materials from misuse, including diversion and theft, by adversaries
of the State operating al a subnational level, but possibly inclu~irig terrorism
sponsored by an external state. Domestic safeguards and security systems are
the first line of defense in controlling and protecting nuclear materials and
are a fundamental building block of international arrangements for
managing and controlling nuclear materials.

International saf~guards arc designed to verify that States are meeting their
nonproliferation commitments relating to agreements to plawe nuclear
materials and facilities under inspection through bilateral, regional, or
multilateral am.ngements. Safeguards inspections carried out by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are the most prominent example
of intemationdl safeguards and the EURATOM inspectcrate is noted as the
largest multilateral regional safeguards organization.

This paper describes briefly the nuclear materials of interest to safeguards
and security, the threats to those materials, the elements of safeguards
systems, proposals to strengthen IAEA safeguards, issues and requirements for
safeguards systems, defense in depth, transportation safeguards, the debate
c tier safeguards effectiveness, policies LO assist safeguards that would result in
a global nuclear materials manngcrnent regime, and conclusions.

Nuclear Materials

Nuclear materials of concern to proliferation can he divided into three
categories; materials in the weapons program~ of the Nuclear Weapons States
(N WS--US, UK France, China, and Russia), mata’ials used in civilian
applications that are under some kind of international safeguards, and
malerials that have been produced or acquired by States not patiy to
intema:ional safeguards and/or produced in violation of international
safeguards agreements or the Nonproliferation Trealy (NIT).

Nuclear Weapons States materials ir.elude” the special nuclear materials found
in nuclear weapons, weapons reserves, excess inventories from production or
dismantlement (including research materials, scrap, and residue), and those
materials that might be produced in the future at weapons production sites.
The management and control of these materiak+i in the former Soviet Union
and plans for the disposition of similar materials from the US weapons
program have recently focused attention on weapons-relaled tr,aterials (ref 1).
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Civil Power and research materials have been the focus of international
safeguards and have also ken subject to domestic safeguards and security.
Quantities of ma!enals of proliferation concern in civil programs cxcc~d those
in the NWS military programs and arc expected to grow while the milita~
reserve inventories will dccrcasc dramatically (although materials cxccss to
defense ❑eeds will require protection until they arc disposed of as noted
previously). Domestic safeguards and security and international safeguards
standards are applied equally to so-called weapons plu[oniurn and reactor
plutonium (wilh higher plutonium 240 and 241 contsntj. [Plutonium high in
238 is subject to ICSS stringent safeguards, ]

The third category of materials arc lhose that are produced “outside of
safeguards” by Non Nuclear Weapon States in violation of their NPT
agrccmcnts or by States not party [o the Treaty. Iraq provided a clear example
of the former case while India, Pakistan, and Israel are widely held to bc in the
Iattcr category. From an inmmational Icgal pcrspcctivc it is important tr
recognize that there is a difference between a treaty or agrccmcnt violator
(Iraq) and states that do not accept full-scope safeguards md who may have
“legally” produced materials outside safeguards; however, it seems appropriate
to cornbinc the two cases in the context of controlling nuclear ma~enals to
prevent proliferation. The US proposal 10 “prohibit the production of high, y-
cnrichcd uranium or plutonium for nuclear explosive purposes or outside
international safeguards.” aims to stop the growth of materials in lhe first and
third category. (rcf 2)

Threats

The proliferation threats to nuclear materials are usually divided into lhosc
poscci by subnational groups (al[hough [hcsc might bc direc;ed by extcmal
states engaged in state-sponsored terrorism) and those posed by the States
having jurisdiction over the ma[crials. Domcs[ic safeguards and security
systems are designed to deal with !he subnational threat while international
safeguards deals with the State as the adversa~, It is important 10 recognize
tha[ [hcsc threats arc linked and Ihat subnational terrorist groups may be
sponsored by proliferam States or criminal elements may be motivated to sell
stolen nuclear materials to proliferant States.

The subnalional [hreat is further divided into outsider !hrcats, usually defined
by a number of adversaries who arc in[en[ on stealing nuclear materials by
force or s[ealth; and insider threats, employees or otherwise authorized
individuals who have access to nuclear facilities and materials. Most lhrcat
scenarios developed for safeguards design consider combinations of outsiders
and insiders, Subnational grouos who might bc affiliated with intemationril
[crrorisl organizations, international criminal organizations, or polilical
fac[ions (as might be tie case in the former Soviet Union) arc of particular
concern because of their potential for marshaling significant resources
against the nuclear ma[erials projection systems.

The naiional govcmmcnt of [he Stale is the assumed advcrsa~ in the
international safeguards system. The goal of :he sys[em is to verify
compliance with safeguards agreements and to have a high probability of
de(eclion non-compliance,
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Domestic safeguards systems arc usually described in terms of three elements;
physical protection, materials control, and materials accounting.
Operationally, materials control and materials accounting activities are often
managed as part of an overall materials control and accounting (MC&A)
system.

Physical Protection systems are designed to deter, detect, md respond to
threats by outsiders and also serve to limit mmltorized a ma by insiders.
Elements of these systems include detection, assessment, delay, response, cntty
control, communication, and data display subsystems. Fences, intrusion
sensors, guard~, and response teams arc familiar components of the physical
protection system.

Materials Control systems consisting of procedures and hardware provide
timely information about the movement of nuclear materials and access to
those materials. Vault monitoring systems and portal radiation, monilora are
example materials comrol components.

M?tcnals Accounting systems include the “books” t.hal reflect the records of
all actions involving the nuclear materials, including receipts, inventories,
transfers within the facility, and shipmc]its. A fur.damental safeguards
measure is the periodic reconciliation of the book inventcwy with the physical
inventory for a nuclear facilily. Unlike other valuable rvwwts that can be
counted, nuclear ‘materials must often be measured using chemical or physical
armlyris methods to determine the mass of material prcsc;~t. Because
measurements have inherent uncertainties, the total mass of nuclear
materials inventories arc never known with perfect certainty, Item
inventories can be determined exrtctly and the corresponding statement that
!he nuclear materials invsntory is accounted for can be made with cerr.ainty,
provided ilcm integrity can be assured.

The Malcrials Conlrol and Accounting systems include measurement,
measurement control, radioactive decay corrections for 241 Pu, inventory,
item control, evaluation (including statistical analysis of invcnlory difference
data), record and report, and audii subsystems.

Intentional

Materials Accounting is a fundamental element of international safeguards in
which the State is expected 10 maintain a record of nuclear materials activities.
Inspectors examine and verify independently facility records by performing
measurements of quantities of materials.

Containment and Surveillance (C/S) consists of systems that provide
continuity of knowledge about nuclear materials or detect unusual activities
associated with the materials and includes human observation, Surveillance
cameras, seals, and radiation monitors are typical C/S devices.
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Nuclear facility Design Verification by the IAEA, from construction through
the life of the plant, is also an essential element of international sa.icguards
that provides ●ssurance that the facility safeguards approach remains
effective.

International safeguards performs no direct quivslent of physical protection;
however, the IAEA does support tbe dissemination of knowledge and common
standarda for the protection of nuclear materials. The United States
Government also provides for the transfer of physical protection technology
and methods by means of bilateral discussions and technology transfer
programs It should also be noted that modern integrated systems that
combine features of C/S, process monitoring, and continuous, unattended assay
of materials can provide timely warning of anomalous conditions in facilities
under international safeguards and thus perform some of the prompt detection
fmctions of a physical protection s,’stem.

Changing IAEA Safeguards

Intcntational safeguards by the IAEA has been evolving and improving on a
continuous basis since its inception; however, the revela~ions of a major
clandestine nuclear weapons materials production program in Iraq, an NFT
signato~ under Agency safeguards, has provided new impetus for
strengthened IAEA safeguards. In the period before 1992 Agency safeguards
were focused almost entirely on diversion 01 declared materials from declared
facilities. Undeclared facilities were considered only indirectly m designing
safeguards approaches for declared facilities. For example, spent fuel
safeguards are required because there is a possibility of clandestine
reprocessing. - Following the discoveries in Iraq there has “been a major shift
in thinking to look beyond declared materials and facilities anJ to develop
means to detsct undeclared materials and facilities, Two primary areas of
improvement have been identified; improved access to information about a
S~atc’s nuclear activities, including for example information prowided by
memb~r states (intelligence information) and the use cf environmental
monitoring by the agency; and improved access to sites (special inspections
and expanded access), In addition, there is continuing interest in improving
the efficiency, effectiveness, and cost-performance of safeguards to include,
for example, more use of regional offices and greater utilization of unattended
remote readout of monitoring equipment.

Key to these new approaches is to go “beyond materials accountancy,”
including the goal of improving the Agency’s ability to detect undeclared
activities, materials, c: facililies( refs 3,4,5).

● Environr41cntal monitoring provides the possibility of detecting activities
or materials that should have been declared by the State in the context of
international safeguards agreements. Regional and wide-area monitoring
are currcnlly under consideration for use by the IAEA in routine and
special inspections. (ref 6)

● Special Iny.wctions by L!e IAEA are called for “(a).., to verify the
infomtation contained in special reports; or (b) if the Agency considers
that information made available by the S~atc, including explanations from
the State and information obtained from routine inspections, is not
adequate for the Agency 10 fuifill its responsibilities under the
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Agreement.” (rcf 7) Thus access is pennittcd m dedarcd fxilitics, at
nuclem sites, and elsewhere in ●Jc state.

. Information management, including all sources of information about the
fuel cycle of a State, is an essential clement of strengthened safeguards.
The information includes declarations by the State about its fuel cycle,
facility design information. inspection reports, open source infxmation,
and any information provided by Member States to the Agency
(intelligence information).

. Continuous, unattended monitoring of declared facilities, either operating,
in standby, shutdown, or dccommissioncd, can be provided by the use of C/S
and materials accounting measurement instrumentation that is operated
continuously without inspector presence. Data from such instruments can
lx transmitted to remote locations for analysis. Continuous unattended
monitoring technologies hold the promise of extending limited inspcclor
resources, of providing more timely infonnationm and freeing inspectors
for duties well-suited to humans. (rcf 8)

Defense-in-Depth

Integrated systems are the key to successful safcgcsrds for either domestic or
international applications. Defense-in-depth is a fundamental principal of
design Ihat is often misunderstood by those whs attempt the wcry difficult task
of assessing the effectiveness of safeguards system. Timely detection of
diversion might be, for example, the result of surveillance (by humans or
~cnsors), near-real-time accounting systems, proccsh monitoring, portal

monitors, access control systems, or intrusion dcteciors. Deterrence of
dive~sion is provided by all these elements plus an effective accounting
system that can provide an audit mail confirming that materials are in fact
missing from a facility or process. No one element is the “most irrportant,”
they must work together for good materials safeguards (ref 9).

Transportation Safeguards and Security

The protection of nuclear materials during transportation relies primarily on
physical protection measures such as armed cscon, armed response teams
available along the route, barriers surrounding the materials, surveillance
measures, and stealth. Materials accounting is used to confirm that the
quantity declared by the shipper is received at lhc destination. Like facility
safeguards and security, the effectiveness of protection of materials in transit
is a function of defense-in-depth.

Issues and Requirements for Safeguards and Security Systems

Global comparability of nuclear materials protection systems (e.g., the US vs.
Russia) has become a significant safeguards issue with the breakup of the
Soviet Union. Large quantities of very attractive nuciear materials that were
under strict controis in lhe Soviet Union are now subject to a wide range of
threats that were not present under the old system or were detemed by tight
securiiy measures. Improving domestic safeguards snd secutity in Russia and
the other republics (primarily Be!orus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine) is arguably
the highesl priority for the international safeguards communily.
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The ability 10 “adequately” safeguard plutonium in large bulk handling plants
(340X and repmceasing) has ken the subject of considerable discusaio I.
Missing from this debate has been an approach to qttamitativcly measure the
effectiveness of all the clemcrm of the safeguards sys~=ms (defense-in-depth)
for either domestic or intentational applications. Arwsment of defenac-in-
deptb involves twderstanding the value of all the elements of the system
working togcticr. Eecause it is easily quantifiable, materials accounting
perform~cc measures (“timely detection” of “significant quantities”) have
received an inappropriate role as the sole measure of safeguards systems
performance. This is panicularly true in international safeguards where
materials accounting is described as a measure of fundamental importance
(ref lo). A performance measure that has a quantitative, nonpolitical basis is
desirable in the international environment; however, as the safeguards
approach adopted by EURATOM for THORP (Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant)
shows. it is possible to go far beyond a periodic determination of material
unaccounted for (MUP) in the design of modern safeguards systems.
Additional information, including operations and internal m atcrials flow data,
coupled with authentication and verification measures, provides a powerful
set of controls yielding a high degree of assurance concerning the declared
operations of the plant. (ref 11)

Detection oi undeclared materials in declared facilities or undeclared facilities
is fundamental to effective international safeguards. As described previousI y,
significant efforts are currently underway al the IAEA to strengthen the
safeguards system’s ability to detect undeclared materials through improved
access to information ad sites, but, like defense-in-depth, the effectiveness of
these measures will be very difficult to assess h quantitative terms.

The growth of the quanti~y of materials under safeguards, and perhaps more
importantly the number of geographic locations to bc safeguarded, makes the
efficiency of safeguards important to the nuclear industry and the larger
international nuclear materials management community. Although
safeguards costs are small relative to the security (prevention of
proliferation) and [he energy benefits provided by the use of nuclear
materials. it is still worthwhile to minimize them where ever possible, The
control of the costs of implementing safeguards, whether domestic or
international! often reduces to questions of risk management, and the use of
people vs. technology.

Graded safeguards, providing more protection for and inspection of those
materials most attractive for use in nuclear explosive devices. is key 10
efficient allocation of resources.

Personnel costs are high and ongoing, whereas technology requires large up-
front investments and minimal operating costs. Reducing operator and
inspectorate personnel reduces the insider threat; however, there is probably
no substitute for the curious inspector. Overall the goal should be to use
technology to permit humans to perform functions they are still best suited
for. In international inspections, ihe use of regional officus and resident
inspectors permils the inspectorates to complete more inspection days in
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safeguarded facilities with the same staff by reducing travel time.

Growing inventories of materials outside safeguards, such aa those produced
by non-FfPI’ States, must be considered when evaluating the overall global
nuclear matenais management’. and control regime. Although this paper is
●bout “Aeguarda, it is important to keep in mind that it u unsafeguarded
materials in rogue States that pose perhaps the greatest threat to international
Se4urity. There must be a balanced allocation of resources, world-wide, to
reduce the risks posed by inadequate controls over nuclear materials. It is
essential that we strengthen our ability to detect the production of weapons
usable materials and respond ●ppropriately to the threat presented by
production outside safeguards.

The Debate

Given the high consequences of the diversion of the relatively small
quantities of nuclear materials required to fabricate a single nuclear expiosive
device, safeguar~~ systems can never be made “good enough”’ to reduce risks to
acceptable levels. The risk is seen as proportional to the amounts of weapons-
usablc materials in the world and tic number of States pmessing these
materials. For those holding this view tbe preferred solution is to apply strong
safeguards to existing materials while working for the reduction and eventual
elimination of all nuclear materials and their means of production from the
entire world. - -

10 Ace_ kf~

Safeguards systems designed with a defense-in-depth approach can reduce the
risk of diversion or theft from declared fuel cycles to acceptable levels for
reasonable COS:S. Modem domestic safeguards and security systems employed
by facilities under regulation by strong, stable governments, when coupled
with strong response elements, are commonly viewed as providing adequate
protection against the subnational threa[s. Concern remains for the
protection of nuclear materials in unstable parts of the world and for
protecting against the determined State proliferator.

1 Be Viewed m of the
ded Proti

International safeguards must consider the production of materials outside
safeguards either by non-NPT signatories or trealy violalors. Nuclear
technology and expertise is widespread, and safeguards systems need only be
good enough to motivate the determined. proliferator to produce materials
directly rather than diverting from safeguarded facilities. In this context,
debates about the performance of accounting systems at the significant
quantity level, or indeed what the significant quantity should bc, add little
value when the most likely Iong-term threal to international security is
unsafcguarded production. The efforts by the IAEA to strengthen safeguards
through enhanced ability 10 detect undeclared activities is more important
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than small improvement.s in ●ccounting system pcrforma.nce.

Ssfcguards mual be an integral pan of the nonproliferation regime that
considers t-be motives of Staua or Lerrorisl group& their capabilities, the
mtmbcr and kinds of nuclear dcviccs they dcairc, and the glubal ●vailability of
all we.a.pens-u.stable nuclear materials, not just plutonium. A balanced
approach tba.t considers all these factors will provide guidance as to tic
required pformawx md cost of safeguards systems. Proposals to eliminate
commcrciaJ nuclear power, rcatrict the use of plutonium. and/or 10 dispose of
nuclear materials must be evaluated in this broader context.

Policies to Assist Safe~uards—Global Nuclear Materials Management

Making nuclear materials i.nhcrcmly less useful for rapid or simple
fabrication into a nuclew expioaivc device can & effective in reducing the
terrorist or insider threat. 11 is not very impta.nt for reducing the risk of
diversion by the Smtc in the international safeguards context although it may
delay the time from diversion to fabrication. Concepts such as the integral fasl
reactor in which fission products ●rc never complclcly separated from
plutonium during reprocessing that is inlegral 10 the reactor, protecting
matcnals through the use of “natural” barriers such as high radiation fields
(for example the National Academy of Science recommendation on the ““spent
fuel standard” rcf 12), and coproccssing of mixed oxide materials arc examples
of proliferation resistant measures.

Storage of large quantities of direct-usc matcn +1s for long times can be
avoided by sizing the elements of tie fuel cycle to separate only those ~mounts
of attractive materials that arc nccdcd and minimizing the time that those
materials arc in a direct-use form. For example, MOX as fuel is Icss attrutivc
than MOX powder, which is Icss attractive ban plutonium oxide. It is
impcmant to note however, that spent fuel still must & safeguarded against
diversion by the State (and sabotage by [crronst groups), and that spent fuel
becomes more attractive with time as the fission products thal provide the
radiation barrier decay. It has Ixcn noted hat geolagic repositories for spent
fuel arc plutonium mines that increase in quality and attractiveness with time
(rcf 13). Balancing materials supply w~th demand is made mom complex by
tic economics of scale of building and operating reprocessing plants.
bowcvcr, the recent decisions by the Japarese to de% tic construction of a
second large-scale reprocessing plant indicate a sensitivity to slowing the
accumulation of separated plu[onium before it is rcquirf J for fuel fabnca[ion.
(rcf 14) Reprocessing plants tiat arc part of the international nuclear fuel
cycle, such as t.hose in the UK and France, must also bc prepared to deal with
the uncertainties of the flows of materials [o and from their facilities through
the usc of safcgua?dcd and secure intcnm storage arrangements,

Materials from nuclear weapons dismantlement, which are attractive to begin
with md exist in Iargc qua.ntitics, can be dealt with in a variety of ways
including special, highly sccurc storage; timely utilization in forms tha~ arc
more proliferation resistant; disposition through reactor or accelerator



bwnin~ mixing with high-level waste: or direct deep Imrial diapod. lk
near-tcm drivers for dealing with materials from wcapoma dismantlement ●rc
first to protwt them during dismsntlancnt. storage. and ultimate disposition;
and tbcn to ensure irrtversiblc arms reduction. The nonproliferation
bcwcfiLs accrue from minimizing the tcnorisl or insider tltrcat to the
materials, snd more isttmgiblc aspectsof ncmproliferatio~ leadership by
dcmonsmling rcduccd reliance cm nuclear wupons.

on sov~

Stocks of atlrwct.ivc nuclear matcns.ls not needed for immdiatc processing
cOUMbeplaced under dua13cccsaccnUrols ofthcslsudlhc IAEA The
State would declare it8 mquircmcnt.s for wit.hdmwti from Lltc store, which
would b made under o&s.cmation of State and IAEA inspectors. The control
exercised by tic MEA would not include the right to veto a materials
movement. ratiw it would serve to provide an additional layer of conmirunetu
and surveillance. Mthough the materials would be stored on the State’s
territory snd would obviously bc unkr tbc ttltimmc control of tie StAU, dual
controls would orovidc an imponant confidence building function regarding
the Stale’s nozproliferalion commitments.

Transparency mc~ures arc not well defined by tbe international safeguards
community, but can include more opcmcsa aboul the purposes of nuclear
activities. plans. and inventories of a State and more scccss by inpscctorates to
facilities. dcclarccl and nondcclarcd, in the State. Transparency builds
confidence and p-iovidcs information t-hat can be used to more effectively
allocste safeguards resources. A summary of four discussions on Ua.nsparcncy
in the international safeguards context can bc found in rcfcrcnce 11.

l.DtclliwwJiWiu

Ahhough tie IAEA can go a long way to improving its ability 10 detect
undeclared activities and mawials, it cannot hope to acquire the resources for
detecting these activiiics that arc utilized by many nations. Funhertztorc, the
Agency has no authority to find non-compliance in regard to activities of
Stale’s not covcrcd by safeguards agreements. Careful irllclligencc sharing
among nations and international organizations. including the IAEA, is an
csscmial clement of [he nonproliferation regime. Integral to Lhis effon is
improving the intelligence communities’ abilily 10 delect proliferation, and in
particular, the production, Lheft. or smuggling of nuclear materials. (ref 16)

Droved Slates’ Sis and Rc@nal Safc gllWls

Global nuclear materials management begins with the development and
implcmcntaCion of protection and control systems by those with responsibility
for the materials; facility operators and the Ctatc. Improvemcnls in these
syslcrns can make significant contributions to international safeguards.
Regional approaches such as EURATOM or ABACC (:hc joint Brazil/Argentine
control commission) also facilitate global controls artd serve as iutponani
confidence building measures for nonproliferation.



Physical p-oa for nuclear materials must be balanced to meet the local
thrcatoo aglobalbsis. The internatid safeguards community has made
major * to disseminate physical prot.zction mndarda, butmorecaa aad
sbuidb~~blybltim roklortk IAEAa8-bvitod (by tk
stasc) bdqcnda auditor or assessor of physical protccti= systems. * noted
in previous sections. Sdvti *tofig =~l~i= cm ~so P~Y ~
physical projection fuaction by providing timely warning of diversion even
ia tbe itttcmatioaal safeguards context.

‘me IAEA and the international safeguards community m atly 8 part of the
nonproliferathm regime; however, the Agency plsys a cenual role in
enhancing intcntational security and the national security of all nations. As
such the Agency’s costs are ● bargain. It is important that the IAEA be
provided the msOuces, f~ial, technical, A personnel, to meet the
chalkngcs of a Pat-cold war world with growing reliance cm nuclear power.
It is worth asking whether some of the funds being spent on studying weapons
plutonium disposition op4ions might not be better used to strengthen the
overall nonproliferation regime by increasing support to the institutions that
help to manage sad protect all the world’s plutonium.

conclusions

Safeguards and security systems have evolved along with the evolution in the
uses of nuchsr materials to meet changing threats end changing levels of
public risk -ptance. These systems will have to continue to improve,
making use of new approaches and technologies, to meet the safeguards and
security challenges of tic future. Based on demonstrated performance, a
strong case can be made that today wc how how to design sad implement cost-
effectivc safeguards systems, both domestic and international, that reduce the
risk of diversion or theft of nuclear matefials from declared activities to
acceptable levels. In particular:

. Domestic safeguards and security systems implemented by operators under
the regulatory ●uthority of stable governments are effective against the
threat of subnationsl diversion or theft. Response elements, which are not
discussed in this paper, reduce fufihcr the probability of successful
malevolent actions involving nuclear materials.

● International safeguards practiced in a global nuclear materials
management regime can provide credible ●ssurance that States are
complying with their Safeguaid: a~mements at a kvel that provides
confidence the State is not diverting declared materials to a nuclear
weapons program. As has been demonstrated in new facilities, modem,
evolving <pproachcs to international safeguards employing defensc-in-
depth concep~s, can meet the demands of safeguarding a growing and more
complex nuclear fuel cycle, including plutonium recycle.

. Thus, in stable regions, the effectiveness of safeguards and security
systems need not be a driver for decisions regarding the use of plutonium
in the civil power fuel cycle or the disposition of excess weapons
plutonium.
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Implementing improved nuclear nmtcriala protection aystcms in Rua.aia
ad the othcz nuclear rcphlics of tie fomncr Sovicl Uttion is ● m8ttcr of
ccmaidcrable urgency for he =feguard.a and sccu.rhy community.
More nccda to % &me to -gthcn n.alicmal and intcmat.icna.l syauL~s for
detection of Pn31ifention by the determined State proliferator wing
u.nsafcguarded facilities.
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